Figs. 1-6 show a). Equipotential line, 10 decibar (full line) and iso-line of ay/ °absolute vorticity , 10-5sec-1 (dotted line); b). Iso-line of -at-'1-12sec-2.
From these figures, the values of -at-are estimated to be of the order of 10-" sec-2 provided that the data were observed at the same time.
Next, from the above successive figures the second derivatives of vorticity are calculated and the results are shown in Figs. 7-9.
Then the magnitude of the order of the mean value4C37L)of two or three monthsintervals is also 10-", and then the mean -at a27, value-10-t8sec-3. a/2 So we can say that time intervals of observations in these days, namely T=2 or 3 months, is not too long for predicting oceanic conditions, but observations must be taken over a wider area.
For the Kuroshio water will reach the area off the Mhoku district in one month, starting from the sea off the Formosa island and traveling with a speed of two knots.
Or from this condition of current velocity, it will be safer to forecast not a long-range but only ten-day prediction, if an oceanic survey is limited to the Kuroshio system.
And sometimes a comparatively simple pattern is observed ; for example, the ay; observation in August 1956 shows such a pattern , namely,-0 (10-") .
Furtherat is more in the sea off the Californian coast, U.S.A., the order of ----is only 10-" at from the data of NORPAC CCOFI cruise 5508, NORPAC Hydrographic Data SIO Reference 56-4 and so it is as little as 10-2 of the values of the Kuroshio.
In other av words, it may usually be taken that ---a-r=0 in this area, and the variation of oceanic conditions is given through wind-induced vertical motion. (YosHiDA, 1955) In conclusion, it will do well to make the observation interval two or three months, but its area must be taken wider.
Then numerical prediction will be done, and the resultant disagreement between observed and predicted sea conditions may be found due to meteorological and horizontal boundary effects of the Japan islands.
